1St Grade Learning Choice Board: Week of 5/18
Choice 1
Reading
Please read each
night for at least 1520 minutes.

Listen to the book, Enemy
Pie. Then, complete the
friendship pie activity.
What will you put in your
friendship pie? Draw and
color!

Choice 2

Choice 3

Choice 4

Choice 5

Choose one word family
at a time: -ake, -ight, ime, -ack, and -ay. Put
some salt or flour on a
cookie sheet and see
how many words you
can write and then read
them out loud.

Watch and exercise
to this rhyming video.

Read, Something Good on
TumbleBooks. Then, take the
quiz. Did you answer all the
questions correctly?

Listen to, Hey, Little Ant.
Then, do the Readers
Theater with a parent or
a sibling!

Links to Other Resources: Reading Specialist
School
Think
of
5
farm
animals.
Would
you
rather
play
a
Writing
Write their names in ABC
game or draw a picture?
Make sure every
order, then draw a picture Why? Write at least 3
sentence starts with a
complete sentences.
capital letter, you have to match each animal!
finger spaces between
your words and include
ending punctuation.

Math

Play this Time review game
on ToyTheather!
First, set the time to “the
hour” for review, then
practice telling time to the
“half-hour”!

Science/Social
Studies

Read Floating and Sinking
on Pebble Go. Complete
this Floating and Sinking
Experiment. Can you
predict which items will
float or sink?

Practice math on
Dreambox for 20
minutes at your assigned
level.
Your class code is posted on
your teacher’s page under
resources.

Read Map Symbols and
Keys and Map Directions
on Pebble Go. Draw a
map of your backyard
and include a map key
and compass rose on
your map.

Then, play this abcya!
game

Will you be the ant or the
kid?
Counselors
Gifted
EL(Machin) LD (Ms. Garwood)
Ghost words! Use a
Listen to the story "I Wanna
Free Write! Write 4-6
white crayon to write Iguana". Then, on a blank
complete sentences.
your sight words.
piece of paper, write your
Paint over them with
opinion on the perfect pet
watercolors or marker and three reasons why it
to reveal the hidden
would be the best pet.
word.
Eight coconuts were on
the tree. Three fell off.
How many are left?
_____ coconuts
YOU BE THE TEACHER:
Can you make your own
subtraction story
problems? Have a family
member solve it!

Read What is
Weather? on Pebble
Go. Use this weather
graph to record the
weather for each day
of the week.

Username: signal
Password: pandas
Encore

Art Mrs. Brabant

How Many Am I Hiding?
Lay out 10 small objects like buttons
or pennies and ask your child to
count them. Then, while your child
covers their eyes, hide some of the
objects. Show your child the objects
that are not hidden and ask, “How
many am I hiding?” Encourage your
child to explain their thinking.
You can also play this game online.

Listen to the story, Cloudy with a
Chance of Meatballs. Use the
same weather graph from the
What is Weather activity.
Choose different food items and
draw the "weather" for each
day. Give a "weather report" for
each day to your parent.

Play Fish for 10 online.
Try to find two cards that
combine to make 10.

Choose either George
Washington or Abraham
Lincoln to read about on
Pebble Go. Complete the
"Share What you Know"
activity after reading on
Pebble Go.

Example: " Monday's weather will
be a rainstorm of chocolate
pudding".

Library Ms. Stavros

P.E Mrs. Romack

Music Ms. Ralph

French Madame Ballve

